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RE: MUR7616 

Dear Mr. Raid: 

In the normal course of carrying out its supervisory responsibilities, the Federal Election 
Commission became aware of information suggesting that the Oakland County Democratic Party 
and you, in your official capacity as treasurer, may have violated the Federal Election Campaign 
Act of 1971, as amended (the "Act"). On November 17,2017, the Commission notified you 

to the Office of General Counsel alleging violations of the Act. . 
was forwarded to you at that time. On June 4,2019, the Commission 

opened a matter under review and found reason to believe that the Committee and you, in your 
official capacity as treasurer, violated 52 U.S.C. § 30104(b)(3)(A) and 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(a)(4)(i), 
provisions of the Act and Commission regulations, by failing to properly itemize contributions. 
The Factual and Legal Analysis, which formed a basis for the Commission's finding, is enclosed 
for your information. 

We have also enclosed a brief description of the Commission's procedures for handling 
possible violations of the Act. In addition, please note that you have a legal obligation to 
preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to this matter until such time as you are 
notified that the Commission has closed its file in this matter. See 18 U.S.C. § 1519. This matter 
will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and 30109(a)(12)(A) 
unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public. Please 
be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation 
to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement 
agencies.' 

In order to expedite the resolution of this matter, the Commission has authorized the 
Office of General Counsel to enter into negotiations directed towards reaching a conciliation 

' The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the 
Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(S)(C), and to report information 
regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to .appropriate law enforcement authorities, /d § 30107(a)(9). 
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agreement in settlement of this matter prior to a finding of probable cause to believe. Pre-
probable cause conciliation is not mandated by the Act or Conunission regulations, but is a 
voluntary step in the enforcement process that the Commission is offering to you as a way to 
resolve Ibis matter at an early stage and without the need for briefing the issue of whether or not 
the Conunission should find probable cause to believe that you violated the law. Enclosed is a 
conciliation agreement for your consideration 

If you are interested in engaging in pre-probable cause conciliation, please contact 
Claudio J. Pavia, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 694-1597 or cpavia(gfec.gov, 
within seven days of receipt of this letter. Dming conciliation, you may submit any factual or 

i legal materials ftat you believe are relevant to the resolution of this matter. Because the 
1 Commission only enters into pre-probable cause conciliation in matters that it believes have a 
^ reasonable opportunity for settlement, we may proceed to the next step in the enforcement 
4 process if a mutually acceptable conciliation agreement caimot be reached within sixty days. See 
4 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a); 11 C.F.R. Part 111 (Subpart A). Conversely, if you are not interested in 

pre-probable cause conciliation, the Commission may conduct formal discovery in this matter or 
proceed to the next step in the enforcement process. Please note that once the Commission 
enters the next step in the enforcement process, it may decline to engage in further settlement 
discussions until after making a probable cause finding. 

Pre-probable cause conciliation, extensions of time, and other enforcement procedures 
and options are discussed more comprehensively in the Commission's "Guidebook for 
Complainants and Respondents on the FEC Enforcement Process," which is available on the 
Commission's website at http://www.fec.gov/em/respondent_guide.pdf. 

If you intend to be represented by courisel in this matter, please advise the Commission 
by completing the enclosed Designation of Counsel form stating the name, address, and 
telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and 
other conmnmications from the Commission. « 

We look forward to your response. 

On behalf of the Commission, 

Ellen L. Weintraub 
Chair 

Enclosures 
Factual and Legal Analysis 

http://www.fec.gov/em/respondent_guide.pdf
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21 OCDP acknowledges that it did not collect occupation and employer information from 

22 bingo players until RAD informed the committee through a Request for Additional Information 

23 ("RFAI") that the information was required. Until receiving this notification, the committee had 

24 simply reported "Bingo Player/Bingo Player" on the relevant disclosure reports instead of the 

25 contributors' actual occupation and employer information. OCDP contends that it exercised best 
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1 efforts to obtain the missing information after being notified of this problem and requests that the 

2 Commission take no action. 

3 For the reasons stated below, the Commission finds reason to believe that OCDP violated 

4 52 U.S.C. § 30104(b)(3)(A) and 11 C.F.R. § 104;.3(a)(4)(i) by failing to properly itemize 

5 individual contributions. 

6 n. FACTUAL SUMMARY 

7 A. Background 

8 OCDP is a local party committee affiliated with the Michigan Democratic Party.^ Since 

9 1995, and through the present, OCDP has operated weekly bingo games to raise money for its 
7 
1 10 federal account.OCDP has been a respondent in numerous enforcement matters involving 

11 reporting violations stemming from its bingo operations.^ 

12 B. OCDP's Failure to Itemize Contributions During the 2016 Election Cycle 
13 
14 RAD calculated that, on nine monthly reports filed by OCDP during the 2016 election 

15 cycle, the committee failed to disclose adequate identification for 5,220 out of 9,376 (56%) of 

16 the contributions from individuals that require itemization (/. e., individuals who exceeded the 

' OCDP Statement of Organization (Feb. 11,2019). 

OCDP runs multiple games per week. In fell 2014, OCDP increased its number of weekly games from two 
to six, and, on May 24,2017, OCDP stated that it runs five weekly games. Resp. at 35, 98 (Dec. 6,2017). Citations 
to the Response in this document refer to a single, paginated version of the filings submitted by OCDP. 

^ In 2016, OCDP entered into a conciliation agreement to settle MURs 6978 and 7054, arising from a 2012 
election cycle audit and a RAD referral involving 2015 monthly reports. Conciliation Agreement ^ VII, MURs 
6978 and 7054 (OCDP) (July 11,2016) ($58,000 civil penalty) (admitting, inter alia, that during the 2012 cycle, 
OCDP failed to properly report bingo receipts totaling $1,820,466; and, with respect to the 2015 reports, that OCDP 
feiled to disclose prize disbursements totaling $761,912). In 2002, OCDP entered into a conciliation agreement to 
settle MUR 5236, arising out of a 1998 election cycle audit. Conciliation Agreement UK Vl-VII, MUR 5236 
(OCDP) (Aug. 22,2002) ($25,000 civil penalty) (admitting, inter alia, that OCDP failed to report bingo activity 
totaling $1,435,666). As recently as April 30,2019, OCDP received an RFAI concerning an apparent improper 
transfer for a "Progressive Jackpot Prize" between the committee's federal and non-federal accounts. Letter from 
Kevin McQueen, Sr. Campaign Finance Analyst, RAD, to'Phillip W. Reid, Treasurer, OCDP (Apr. 30,2019) 
(referencing OCDP's 2018 Post-General Report, dated Dec. 4,2018). 
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1 $200 aggregate contribution threshold).® These reports include: OCDP's 2015 February, March, 

2 April, May, and Year-End Monthly Reports, as well as its 2016 March, April, May, and June 

3 Monthly Reports. OCDP requests that the Commission take no action in this matter, based on its 

4 immediate and long-term efforts to correct the problem.' And OCDP argues that it exercised 

5 "best efforts" to obtain the required missing occupation and employer information.* 

6 In its Response, OCDP acknowledges that it did not collect occupation and employer 

7 information, stating that: "[bjecause it was so difficult to collect information on individual bingo 

8 players, we began using 'Bingo Player/Bingo Player' for Employer/Occupation."' OCDP started 

7 9 using this method in March 2013 and continued doing so for approximately two years, until it 

A 10 was notified by RAD, on September 27,2015, that such employer and occupation entries "are 

I 11 not considered acceptable."'" This RFAI as well as subsequent RFAIs, all of which are at issue 

12 in this matter, only address 2016 election cycle activity, despite the practice having begun in 

13 March 2013." Based on a review of OCDP's disclosure reports and the Commission's audit of 

14 OCDP's 2012 election cycle activity, it appears that the committee kept only minimal records of 

® Notification Letter ITf 8-16; see 52 U.S.C. § 30104(b)(3)(A). Paragraph 14 of the Notification Letter states 
that OCDP failed to disclose adequate information for "77 of 1,439, or 53.8%, of the contributions" for its 2016 
Amended April Monthly Report. This is a typographical error and should have read "774 of 1,439." The correct 
figure is included in the total stated above. 

^ See Resp. at 1-2; see also id. at 1 (explaining that OCDP "communicated regularly" with FEC analysts to 
address the problem); id. at 2 (arguing that the information "had no impact on Federal election activity and therefore 
did not harm the public"); id. at 60,96 (arguing that the rate of contributions with missing information is inflated by 
individuals who made repeat contributions). 

« Id at 65; see 11 C.F.R. § 104.7(b). 

' Resp. at 60. 

Id\ Letter from Paul Stoetzer, Sr. Campaign Finance Analyst, RAD, to Phillip W. Reid, Treasurer, OCDP 
(Sept. 27,2015) (referencing OCDP's 2015 Amended February Monthly Report, dated July 16,2015). This was the 
first in a series of RFAIs concerning OCDP's 2015 February, March, April, and May Monthly Reports in reference 
to its reporting of "Bingo Player/Bingo Player." See Resp. at 62-64, 66-68, 71-73, 75-77. 

'' OCDP Amended 2013 April Monthly Rpt. at 7 (June 6,2015) (fust bingo itemization). 
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1 bingo contributions prior to March 2013 — the bulk of its bingo receipts were simply reported 

2 on the unitemized line without any information collected from the players. 

3 After receiving the September 2015 RFAI, OCDP contends that it attempted to collect the 

4 missing information: "We sent letters, made phone calls, searched social media, and gave lists to 

5 our bingo hall workers."'^ The letters appareiitly included pre-addressed return envelopes and 

6 only asked for the missing employer/occupation information with no solicitations for additional 

7 contributions.*'' OCDP amended the affected reports to disclose new information.'^ Moreover, 

8 the committee states that it implemented a reporting system whereby all new players are required 

9 to complete a form with their name, address, employer, and occupation before they are permitted 

10 to play.OCDP submitted an example' Bingo Player Card Application that includes an excerpt 

11 from the "best efforts" regulation [11 C.F.R. § 104.7(b)(l)(i)(A)], which is also posted on signs 

12 around the bingo hall." It does not appear that OCDP added the best efforts statement until 

13 sometime in 2017, after the relevant period.' ® It is unclear when the form first requested 

14 occupation and employer information. On March 18,2016, OCDP submitted a filing with the 

Final Audit Report at 12-14, OCDP 2012 Election Cycle (June 29, 201S); First General Counsel's Rpt. at 
4-3, MUR 6978 (AR 13-05) (OCDP). OCDP began itemizing bingo contributions and using "Bingo Player/Bingo 
Player" shortly after it was notified by the Conunission that it was undertaking an audit of its 2012 election cycle. 
See Letter from Thomas A. Hintermister, Assistant Staff Director, Audit Division, FEC, to Ryan J. Gesund, 
Treasurer, OCDP (Dec. 4,2012) (notifying OCDP of Commission audit). 

" Resp. at 60. OCDP ceased reporting "Bingo Player/Bingo Player" for players with missing occupation and 
employment information, and instead reported "Information Requested/Information Requested." Id. at 1,60. 

" Id at 99 

" See id. at 39-60,93,99,131; see also id at 93 (claiming that there was "very little response" to the letters 
with pre-addressed envelopes); id. at 126 (explaining that bingo workers had difficulty actually obtaining missing 
information from players "when they [had] sometimes a few hundred people in line to process"). 

Id. at 2. 

" Id. at 103. 

" See id. at 93 (stating that, by May 24, 2017, a statement on federal law had been added to the form and 
posted at the bingo hall). 
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» 
1 Commission stating that it had not yet added fields for occupation and employer data — only 

2 two of the nine disclosure reports at issue in this matter post-date this March 2016 

3 communication. 

4 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 
» 

5 A. Legal Standard 

6 The treasurer shall keep an account of all contributions received by or on behalf of a 

7 political committee.^" For contributions in excess of $50, such account shall include the name 

8 and address of the contributor and the date of receipt and amount of such contribution.^' For 

9 contributions from any person whose contributions aggregate more than $200 during a calendar 

10 year, such account shall include the person's name, address, occupation, and employer together 

11 with the date and amount of any such contribution.^^ For all other contributions, that is, small 

12 contributions that are $50 and below, such account shall be kept by "any reasonable accounting 

J 3 procedure."^^ At fundraising events with many small contributions and a minimal likelihood of 

14 repeat contributions, the treasurer may record the event's name, dates on which contributions 

15 . were received, and total contributions received on each day.^" However, if there is a possibility 

16 of repeat contributions, the treasurer shall keep an itemized account.^^ 

20 52 U.S.C. § 30102(c)(1); 11 C.F.R. § 102.9(a). "[T]he entire amount paid as the purchase price for a 
fundraising item sold by a political committee is a contribution." 11 C.F.R. § 100.53. 

21 52 U.S.C. § 30102(c)(2); 11 C.F.R. § 102.9(a)(1). 

22 52 U.S.C. § 30102(c)(3); 11 C.F.R. § 102.9(a)(2); see also 52 U.S.C. § 30101(13)(A); 11 C.F.R. § 100.12. 

22 11 C.F.R. § 102.9(a). 

2" See Advisory Op. 1980-99 at 2 (N. Cal. Republican Roundup); Advisory Op. 1981-48 at 1-2 (Muskegon 
Cty,. Republican Party). 

22 See Factual & Legal Analysis at 8-9, MUR 7126 (Michigan Democratic State Central Committee) ("MDP); 
see also Advisory Op. 1991-20 at 8 (Call Interactive) (identifying the "heightened" interest in recording names and 
addresses when a fundraising method permits repeat contributions); Advisory Op. 1990-01 at 5 (Digital Corrections) 
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1 The treasurer shall accurately report the identification of each person who makes an 

2 aggregate contribution in excess of $200 within a calendar year (or election cycle, in the case of 

3 an authorized committee) along with the date and amount of any such contribution.^^ The term 

4 "identification," in the case of an individual, refers to that person's name, address, occupation, 

5 and employer.^' 

6 When the treasurer of a political committee shows that best efforts have been used to 
I 

7 obtain, maintain, and submit required information, any such report of the committee shall be 

8 considered in compliance with the Act.^® With regard to reporting the identifying information 

9 for individuals whose aggregate contributions exceed the $200 threshold, the treasurer will only 

10 be deemed to have exercised best efforts if: 

11 (1) All written solicitations include a clear request for the contributor's name, address, 
12 occupation, and employer, and include an accurate statement of federal law regarding the 
13 collection and reporting of such information; 

14 (2) For each contribution received aggregating in excess of the $200 threshold which 
15 lacks the required information, the treasurer makes at least one effort to obtain the 
16 missing information no later than thirty days after receipt of the contribution; and such 
17 effort shall consist of either a written request sent to the contributor or an oral request to 
18 the contributor if documented in writing; 

19 (3) The treasurer shall report all contributor information not provided by the contributor, 
20 W in the committee's possession; and' 

21 (4) If any missing contributor information is received after the contribution has been 
22 disclosed on a regularly scheduled report, the treasurer either files an amendment to the 
23 report originally disclosing the contribution to provide the missing contributor 

(concluding that it is necessary to record the identification information of individuals who make small contributions 
when there is a possibility of repeat contributions). 

52 U.S.C. § 30104(b)(3)(A); 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(a)(4)(i); 

" 52 U.S.C. § 30101(13)(A); 11 C.F.R. § 100.12. 

52 U.S.C.§ 30102(0. 
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! ;; 
infoimation, or includes the missing co|ntribiLitor information on an amended memo 
Schedule A with the next regularly scheduled report.^' 

3 The best efforts standard is an affirmative defense; the burden rests with the political committee 
. • I 

4 and its treasurer to present evidence sufficient to demonstrate that best efforts were exercised to 

obtain, maintain, and submit the required information.^'' 

B. There is Reason to Believe That OCDP Failed to Accurately Report Itemized 
Contribution Information 

! . 
states that OCDP filed nine monthly reports that failed to disclose adequate 

9 identification for 5,220 out of 9,376 (or 55%) 9f the contributions for individuals that required 
I ! •' i 

10 itemization.'' Based on the available infbrmatioh, it[ appears that OCDP did not exercise best 
(• ' ! ; 

! ; 
11 efforts to obtain the missing information wd, there ore, the affected reports cannot be considered 

12 in compliance with the Act. 

'' ! " 
13 OCDP claims to have sent letters to players iwith missing information (which included 

14 self-addressed envelopes), made phone c^ls, perfoi tned internet searches, and provided bingo 
1 

15 workers with lists of players who still had missing i tiformation. Yet, none of this occurred until 

' r. I 
16 after September 27,2015, when OCDP was notified by RAD that its continuing method (for two 

17 years) of reporting "Bingo Player/Bingo Player" was not acceptable. Accordingly, with respect 
. ! • 

18 to the 2015 February, March, April, and May Monthly Reports, OCDP did not make the follow-

I - ^ 
19 up requests within the required 30-day period.'^ Further, OCDP has submitted no information to 

20 establish that follow-up requests concemihg the 20 5 Year-End and 2016 March, April, May, 

i' 

See 11 C.F.R. § 104.7(bXl)-(4). 29 

Statement of Policy Regarding Treasurers' Best Efforts to Obtain, Maintain, and Submit Information as 
Required by the Federal Election Campaign Act, 72 Fed. Reg. 31438, 31440 (June 7,2007). 

Notification Letter HU 8-16 (regarding OCDP's-2015 Februaiy, March, April, May, and Year-End Monthly 
Reports, as well as OCDP's 2016 March, April, May, arid June Monthly Reports). 

See 11 C.F.R. § 104.7(2). j 

I 
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1 and June Monthly Reports were made within 30 days.^^ And OCDP has submitted no 

2 information to establish that follow-up requests made via phone call or by workers at the bingo 

3 hall were properly documented in writing. 

4 In addition, it is tmclear when OCDP £(dd 
jj 

5 information to its Bingo Player Card Apj licatipr 

6 the bingo games. As of March 18,2016, 
•\Ai 

i. 

a request for occupation and employer 
I 

|i i 
cither documents soliciting contributions at 

inbt added a field for employer data to the 

7 point-of-sale system installed at the conunittee'sibin'goihall.^'* Also, the committee's written 
t. i 
• ' : 

8 solicitations apparently did not include an accurate statement of federal law until well after the 
• ' []. i" , ^ 

9 time period at issue. On November 2,2o!l S, QCDli submitted a filing with the Commission 

10 stating that the committee required players to complete a form with identifying information.^® 
i I 

11 However, it was not until sometime around May'2017 — about a year after the latest report at 

' ' ! 
12 issue here — that OCDP explained that it had added a statement on federal law to the form.^® To 

13 the extent there may have been other written materials distributed or otherwise made available to 

14 bingo players,®' OCDP has not indicated that such items contained a clear request for identifying 
s 

15 information or an accurate statement of federal law. 

16 The Commission has stated that, in evaluating whether a treasurer has exercised best 

17 efforts to obtain, maintain, and submit the required information, it shall consider "the cause of 

" (XTDP stated that, during the 2018 election cycle (which is outside the scope of this Report), it sent letters 
to contributors with missing information on a "monthly" basis "to meet the 30 day FEC.requirement." Resp. at 99. 
But, with respect to the 2016 election at issue here, OCDP states only that it "regularly sent letters." Id 

" Id at 65 (OCDP Misc. Text (FEC Form 99), dated November 2,2015). 

Id at 95 (OCDP Misc. Text (FEC Form 99), dated May 24,2017) (stating that a statement on federal law 
from 11 C.F.R. § 104.7 "has been added to the new form"); see also id at 103 (Bingo Player Card Application). 

" See OCDP 2015 Amended February Monthly Rpt. at 411 (July 16,2015) ($50 payment to Michigan Bingo 
Bugle for "Advertising - Bingo Bugle"). 
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1 the failure to acquire the missing contributor information at issue."^® OCDP acknowledges that 

2 for approximately two years — beginning in March 2013 until receipt of the September 2015 

3 RFAI — it failed to collect occupation and employer information from bingo players, "[bjecause 

4 it was so difficult to collect information on individual bingo players."^' Thus, to the extent that 

5 OCDP made any efforts, if not best efforts under the Commission regulations, to collect the 
1 

6 missing information, they are undermined by the cause of the violations here, which was the 

7 Committee's decision that it was too difficult to comply with the Act's recordkeeping and 

8 reporting requirements. 

9 In conclusion, the available information suggests that OCDP did not make follow-up 

10 requests within the required 30-day period and that OCDP's written solicitations did not properly 

11 include a clear request for employer and occupation information or an accurate statement of 

12 federal law regarding the collection of such information. Finally, the circumstances surrounding 

13 OCDP's failure to properly collect occupation and employer information weigh against a finding 

14 that OCDP exercised best efforts. Therefore, the Commission finds reason to believe that OCDP 

15 violated 52 U.S.C. § 30104(b)(3)(A) and 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(a)(4)(i) by failing to properly itemize 

16 contributions. 

" Statement of Policy Regarding Treasurers' Best Efforts to Obtain, Maintain, and Submit Information as 
Required by the Federal Election Campaign Act, 72 Fed. Reg. 31438,31440 (Jime 7,2007) (emphasis added). 

" Resp. at 60; see also id. at 2 (asserting that players are "hesitant about providing personal information").,. 


